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“I think often in a Christian
institution we lose sight of grace.
Subconsciously, we feel like we
have to do more more in order to
really live out the gospel – that we
aren’t good enough without our
works. Let us remember Paul’s
words: “If righteousness were through the law,
Christ died for no purpose.” (Gal 2:21) Too often
we try to earn peace by our works and busyness,
wearing a to-do list like a badge. If we believe in
the reality of the gospel, we can know we never
will be good enough – and never have to be. As
we work hard and produce fruit, let us not lose
the value of rest and peace – because we don’t
have to earn our own salvation.”
Steve Clark

SGA Chaplain

Send your suggestions of who you would like to hear from
in next month’s Ministry Moment to cedars@cedarville.edu
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This semester, Cedars
is celebrating 110 years
since student news
began at Cedarville in
1906. Hear from Cedars’ alumni, support
The 937 Project and
keep up with throwback
posts on social media.

Where are Cedars’ alumni now?
Cameron Arch ‘06

Assistant General Counsel, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Nebraska

Major:

English Literature

Position at the time:

Resound Radio

Op-Ed (“Viewpoints”) Editor

What is your favorite memory of your time at Cedarville?
3,000+ students singing during chapel

What do you wish you did during your time at Cedarville?

I wish I would have gotten to know my professors on more of a
personal level earlier during my time at Cedarville. I kept them at
somewhat of a distance. Only later did I realize they actually cared
about me.

This month on the
(Re) Sound-Off wall tell
us about your goals!
(Re) Sound-Off Wall

What word of advice would you give to current students?

I can’t think of any place in the world with so many like-minded followers of Jesus Christ. Focus
on building long-lasting relationships while you’re here.

How did your experience with Cedars help you grow professionally or personally?

As Viewpoints editor, I had the opportunity to help develop and facilitate a column exchange
program with the Antioch College student newspaper. Cedars and the Antioch paper agreed to
a mutual topic and wrote an opinion piece on the topic for each other’s newspaper. I couldn’t
tell you what we wrote about, but I do remember getting to know Antioch students on a deeper
level through our planning sessions at Ha Ha Pizza in Yellow Springs. You couldn’t pick two
more diverse cultures and worldviews, yet I distinctly remember a great deal of respect for each
other’s perspective.
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Follow us on
social media!

CedarsatCU
@CedarsAtCU
@CedarsAtCU

www.ReadCedars.com
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OFF-CAMPUS NEWS

Who’s at (De)fault Here?
CU’s 2 percent loan default rate is among the lowest for CCCU-member schools
by Kathryn Sill

G

raduation day for college students
may be filled with nerves, caps and
gowns, but the hope of a bright future is not the only thing about which graduates worry.
The average 2016 college graduate will
leave with some damage to his or her wallet,
especially when considering that the average
2015 graduate left with $35,000 in student
loan debt. The class of 2015 has the highest percentage of students, at 71 percent, to
have taken out student loans to date.
However, for various reasons, not all
college graduates are able to repay their
federal student loans after graduation. Students default on their loans when they do
not make payments within a certain timeframe.
As the national student loan default
rate sits at 11.8 percent for 2014, down from
13.7 percent in 2013, one has to wonder
what causes Cedarville University to have
a federal loan default rate of just 2 percent,
according to 2012 data, the most recent data
reported for the university.
Experts give more than one reason for
Cedarville’s low federal loan default rate,
including: outcome rate, academics, employment, manageable amounts of debt and
ethical lifestyles.

Just the basics
According to the U.S. Department of
Education, student loans can come from
two different sources, the federal government or private financial establishments.
The DOE encourages students to use federal
loans, because federal loans provide lower
interest rates than those given by private
institutions. The Federal Direct Loan Program and the Perkins Loan Program are the
two sources of federal loans for students.
Depending on the specific federal student loan, undergraduate students can borrow up to $12,500 a year, and graduate students can borrow up to $20,500 each year.
When students receive a loan, they
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must sign a promissory note in which they
consent to pay back the federal loan in the
allotted time, which can be anywhere from
10-25 years. Federal student loans do not
have to be paid back until after a student
graduates, as long as the student remains
full-time.
The DOE states that, typically, a student will begin paying off federal student
loans on a monthly basis, and default occurs
when payments are not made for 270 days.
For students who do not make payments
once a month, default occurs after a lack of
payment for 330 days.
Kim Jenerette, executive director of fi-

an average rate of 21.2 percent.
Not only does Cedarville’s federal cohort loan default rate run lower than the
national average and the average for comparable private nonprofits, but Cedarville’s
rate is also the fourth lowest among member schools within the Council for Christian
Colleges & Universities (CCCU).
The CCCU is an international association of Christian colleges and universities
and is composed of 118 members in North
America, including Cedarville.
To analyze where Cedarville ranks for
its three-year student loan cohort default
rates in comparison to schools with compa-

“Default rates are one piece of the bigger
story. I think students getting good grades,
having manageable amounts of debt, and
ethics are also reason why students have
low loan default rates here (at Cedarville).”
Janice Supplee

VP for enrollment management & marketing at Cedarville
nancial aid at Cedarville, said student loan
default affects more than meets the eye.
“When a student comes into default it
affects the student’s credit and the institution’s cohort default rate,” Jenerette said.
Although defaulting on loans can lead
to consequences many years down the road,
defaulting on loans is avoidable, as seen
from the lower federal loan default rate of
former Cedarville students.

Stacking up against the competition
Currently, the National Center for Education Statistics has found that private nonprofits have the lowest rate average at 7.4
percent, followed by public universities at
8.7 percent, based on the three-year student
loan cohort default rates for four-year institutions. Private for-profit universities have

rable qualities, data was obtained from the
DOE’s Default Coordination Team’s official
three-year cohort default rates published
for schools participating in the Title IV student financial assistance programs for the
years 2010-2012.
Shapri LoMaglio, vice president for
government and external relations for the
CCCU, advocates on behalf of schools within the CCCU on legislative and legal matters
in Washington, D.C., on issues that could affect CCCU schools positively or negatively.
LoMaglio’s role with the CCCU also involves
notifying member schools about changes, as
she encourages them to advocate for their
schools within their communities.
“We (schools within the CCCU) need to
continually be making a case for Christian
colleges through a positive, proactive ap-

proach by showing why we exist, what we do
well, what we value, what we contribute to
our community and what our grads contribute to their faith and world,” LoMaglio said.
LoMaglio said that, in general, CCCU
schools have a much lower loan default rate
compared to the national average, and she
attributes federal loan default to students
not graduating and the cost of a degree not
being proportional to its worth.
“CCCU colleges and universities are
helping and equipping students to know
how to pay back debt, this is specifically
seen in the financial management that John
Brown University teaches,” LoMaglio said.
John Brown University (JBU) is a private, interdenominational, Christian liberal
arts college located in Siloam Springs, Arkansas. JBU’s low loan default rate average
of 3.9 percent and a 2012 rate of 3.1 percent
shows that Cedarville is not the only CCCU
school preparing its grads to pay back loans.
Kim Eldridge, associate vice president
for admissions and financial aid at JBU, has
been working with the financial aid department at JBU for the past nine years. Eldridge
has encouraged JBU graduates to pay their
loans in two years post-graduation.
“We educate soon-to-be graduates on
the process of loan payments,” Eldridge
said. “Over the years, I have accumulated
emails from graduates who thank me for
helping guide them on how to pay off their
loans.”
Eldridge received an email from a graduate who paid off thousands in school loans
in one year by devoting 90 percent of her
paycheck to paying her loans, as Eldridge
had advised.
The student wrote, “Even with some minor setbacks to my plan, I made my last payment this morning and finished paying back
$16,500 in student loans, a number which
had seemed so daunting before graduation.
I achieved my goal in 10-and-a-half-months
rather than 12. I calculated the amount of
interest I saved on my loans by doing it this
way, and it’s upwards of $5,000.”
Because of federal regulations, CedarJanuary 2016
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ville students also undergo entrance and
exit loan counseling online. Additionally,
students are given a reference guide about
loan repayment.
However, financial counseling is not
the sole reason why people pay off student
loans or why schools within the CCCU tend
to have low federal loan default rates. Another possible factor may be an institution’s
outcome rate that measures how many students were employed or in grad school within six months of graduation.

to help students with securing a career or
further education upon graduation. He
said his staff tries to be intentional in the
office, teach students navigational skills
and teach students how to network, with
hopes that this will lead to lower loan default rates.
“I believe our default rate is low because our students are getting gainful employment and paying back their loans, because they have a platform to be a testimony
for Jesus Christ,” Reep said.

Factors for low default rates

Help: I’m already in debt

The National Association of Colleges
and Employers (NACE), is a professional
association composed of members in university relations, recruiting specialists and
career services employees.
Examples of the research that NACE
has completed for its members include salary reports, the 2015 recruiting benchmarks
survey and the 2016 job outlook research.
Mimi Collins, director of communications at NACE, explains that the association’s job outlook research gathered data
that measures outcome rate through a first
destination survey.
“Outcome rate measures how many
students have obtained employment after
graduation or further school or work parttime,” Collins said.
NACE also conducted outcome rates
for specific institutions upon request.
Cedarville’s federal loan default rate of
2 percent and an average of 1.8 percent for
its three-year student loan cohort default
rate are coupled with an outcome rate of
96.8 percent.
Even with this data, career services,
financial aid and enrollment management
and marketing personnel at Cedarville said
they do not believe outcome rate is the main
reason Cedarville students are paying back
their student loans in a timely manner.
“Default rates are one piece of the bigger story,” Janice Supplee, vice president
for enrollment management and marketing
said. “I think students getting good grades,
having manageable amounts of debt, and
ethics are also reason why students have
low loan default rates here (at Cedarville).”
Similarly, Jeff Reep, director of Career
Services at Cedarville, said his office aims

Although defaulting on loans may be
frowned upon, opting out of ever borrowing loans in the first place is not always an
option for those pursuing higher education.
Eldridge said that while debt should be
avoided, there are circumstances in which
assuming debt is temporarily acceptable.
“Students need to stay out of credit
card and auto debt, but I think college loans
are a little different,” Eldridge said. “If that
is what it takes to get the degree that they
want, as long as there are limited risks, then
I think that becomes a key factor.”
But, Eldridge said it is crucial that students pay off their loans and not default.
“We live in a culture where people
think it is OK to live in debt, and they still
do life, whether it is a car loan, educational loan or a mortgage, and they are going to
live in debt,” Eldridge said.
Eldridge said JBU’s Financial Aid Office teaches students how to get out of debt
when going into debt is necessary.
“There are plenty of programs and options to help a student not default,” Eldridge
said, “so there really is no good reason to default.”
Loan repayment, rehabilitation and
consolidation programs are all ways students can pay off federal student loans.
Program information is available at www.
ed.gov.
Jenerette said, “Defaulting on loans is
avoidable if students just work with their
loan servicer who will send students a plan
that works for them.”
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Kathryn Sill is a senior journalism major
from Wichita, Kansas. She loves Jesus, her
niece and food.

graphic by Jennifer Gammie
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A Presidential Appointment
Cedarville’s president joins GOP Candidate Marco Rubio’s Religious Liberty Advisory Board

graphic by Grace Countryman

by Jen Taggart

T

homas White, president of Cedarville University, has been chosen to
serve on the Religious Liberty Advisory Board for Republican presidential
candidate Marco Rubio. The announcement
came Jan. 5.
“I personally consider it an honor to be
asked, and as a(n) amateur political junky,
it’s an exciting opportunity for me,” White
said in an email.
Other advisory board members include
theologian Wayne Grudem, Saddleback
Church pastor and author of “Purpose Driven Life” Rick Warren, and Kyle Duncan, lead
counsel for Steve Green in the Hobby Lobby
U.S. Supreme Court case. The advisory board
also includes Rabbi Dr. Meir Soloveichik,
Jewish scholar at Yeshiva University.
The Religious Liberty Advisory Board
was formed just weeks before the Iowa
Caucus, which will take place Feb. 1. The
Iowa Caucus is the first state primary each
election year. This means the Caucus is the
first step to deciding who the Democrat and
Republican candidates will be in the 2016
presidential election.
According to a January 2016 NBC News
article, during the 2008 and 2012 presidential elections, evangelical voters decided
who won the caucus.
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Rubio is a Roman Catholic who was
formerly a member of the Mormon Church.
However, he also regularly attends a Baptist
church.

Timely issues
Eric Teetsel, director of faith outreach
for Rubio’s campaign, told WORLD Magazine that some of the issues the religious advisory board will discuss include contraception, gay marriage, and religious freedom
for Christians in the Middle East.
Thomas Kidd, distinguished professor
of history and associate director of the Institute for Studies of Religion at Baylor University, was also appointed to the board.
“We recently had a conference call
with the advisory board and officials from
the Rubio campaign, and (we) discussed
important issues, such as religious liberty and Christian colleges and a proposed
Obamacare mandate that could potentially
require health care professionals to participate in ‘sex-reassignment’ surgery against
their consciences,” he said in an email.
White said some of the religious liberty
issues that are most important to him include Christian education, the local church
and the spread of the gospel.

A private citizen
White said he is serving on the board

as a private citizen rather than representing
the university.
“Hopefully acting as a private citizen,
I can serve the Rubio campaign, Christian
universities and ultimately the Lord well by
communicating a biblical perspective on religious liberty issues and highlighting some
of the challenges facing Christian education,” he said.
White said that if any other candidates
asked him to serve on a similar board he
would consider doing so.
“I certainly have the freedom to do so,
and I would pray about it because religious
liberty is such an important issue,” he said
in an email, “but it would depend on which
candidate and what that campaign desired
from me.”

An opportunity for ministry
Paul Dixon, former Cedarville president and current chancellor for the university, served as the president of the Springfield-Clark County Chamber of Commerce
Board, as well as the president of the Ohio
Foundation of Independent Colleges,
during his tenure at Cedarville.
“I look at it first of all in our relation
to our Lord, our witness for him. I believe
deeply that we as believers, and especially
those of us who have been put into leadership positions, need to have a presence

in the community for Christ,” Dixon said.
“And I define community (as) where we live,
where we work, where we go to school.”
Lt. General (Ret.) Loren Reno, interim
vice president for academics and chief academic officer at Cedarville, said White’s appointment to the advisory board adds value
to the kingdom of God.
“When I say it adds value to the kingdom of God, I’m not presumptuous enough
to think that man could make anything of
God’s better, but he uses people who take
stands and do right,” Reno said. “I think it
provides Dr. White with a forum – a process, if you will – for speaking about things
that really matter.”
Kathryn Field, a senior history and political science major, said she has been following the Rubio campaign for over a year.
She said White is a good fit for Rubio’s Religious Liberty Advisory Board.
“Dr. White is really committed to his
personal and religious convictions, and I
think Rubio is as well,” she said. “Dr. White
is also very enthusiastic about religious liberties and wants to protect them, so I think
they would be a good match.”
Jen Taggart is a junior journalism major
and off-campus news editor for Cedars.
She enjoys writing, listening to music and
fueling her chocolate addiction.
January 2016
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New University Blog Recaps Diversity on the Web
by Keegan D’Alfonso

T

he Rev. Gregory Dyson, director of
intercultural leadership at Cedarville
University, said he wants to change
how diversity is perceived on Cedarville’s
campus. Cultural diversity has been, and
continues to be a divisive and controversial
issue for both Christians and non-Christians to address. Dyson said he believes that
while all people have different and unique
backgrounds, skin pigmentation is just one
element of that.
To raise awareness about multiculturalism and teach students how they can get
involved on campus, Dyson began an intercultural update blog in November 2015.
“I’m trying to make sure that people
know what is happening with connection to
our school,” Dyson said. “I feel like there are
amazing things happening that most people
have no clue about.”
The blog provides students and staff
with a window into multicultural events
happening both on and off campus. Dyson
views the blog as more of an update point
for individuals interested in what is happening, not as a tool to create dialogue, he said.
“This is really just a massive multicultural FYI,” Dyson said.
Dyson said he hopes his blog will allow
its readers to learn what is happening near
them, since college students are often uniformed about diversity matters.
“I want to make sure students stay
informed,” Dyson said. “Next, I want to
broaden the students mind to say, ‘I’m not
just here to go to a class.’ I want them to take
everything they get from the classes, praise
God for them and learn a lot, but come out
of that class and be willing to engage and get
involved,” he said.
Dyson said he wants the readers of his
blog to look at multiculturalism uniquely
but still see it as part of the big picture.
“That even means helping diversity
stay in its lane, keep its place. It’s not the
most important thing,” Dyson said.

A need for change
Dyson said he focuses on personal
January 2016

photo by Jennifer Gammie
Greg Dyson, director of intercultural leadership at Cedarville, says he wants to inform college
students about diversity matters. Dyson began a blog in November 2015 that provides
updates for individuals interested in multicultural events happening both on and off campus.
communication when he is trying to raise
awareness of intercultural events happening on campus. Rather than send a flood
of emails, he roams halls and offices at Cedarville and hands out printed invitations
to intercultural events. He said he uses this
method as a way to start conversation, draw
interest and cause people to think about
their own cultural background.
During last summer, Mark Mazelin,
director of web development at Cedarville,
convinced Dyson it was time for a digital
change. Dyson said Mazelin told him he
needed an online presence where people
could quickly access information about diversity at Cedarville. Assisted by Mazelin
and digital marketing manager Michael
Pells, Dyson’s diversity page began.
The page provided a place for Dyson to
post a diversity statement and share ways
to get involved and find resources to learn
more about diversity. It was during this process that Dyson said people started suggesting he create a blog. Dyson said he quickly
rejected the idea.
“I said, ‘No, I don’t want it, everything
but the blog,’” Dyson said. “But then people
started asking me questions about different
things, and I realized I need a place where I
can share some thoughts and give people a
chance to ruminate about it.”
Dyson said Bill Rubosky, a web and

mobile application developer at Cedarville,
was instrumental in setting up and teaching
Dyson how to use the blog as an effective
tool.
Rubosky said, “What I told (Dyson)
was, ‘Be yourself and act like you’re talking
to one person,’ because only one person at a
time will read what you write.”
While Dyson said his blog would not be
what is today without Rubosky’s work and
advice, Rubosky praised Dyson’s vision.
“He just has a passion for what he does
and what he believes, and it shows in what
he writes,” Rubosky said. “I don’t make him
do that.”

Diverse beginnings
Dyson’s passion for multiculturalism
started at an early age.
His mother was from Jamaica, and
his father was an American who served
in the Air Force. Dyson’s parents met and
married in England and had four children.
Dyson was born in Massachusetts, and his
three sisters were each born in a different
country. Dyson met his wife, Gina, at Word
of Life Bible Institute in New York in 1985,
and they got married in her home country of
Canada in 1986.
Dyson’s mother taught him that when
choosing a home church, good theology was
more important than the color of the church

members’ skin. Dyson said his mother would go to predominantly Caucasian
churches that she felt had sound Christian
theology, and she trusted that God would
teach her family how to interact with people
of other ethnicities.
“So, I grew up in mostly Caucasian
churches and so often people would say,
‘Man, Greg you really get it,’” Dyson said.
“But it’s only because they didn’t understand I was them with a dark tan.”
Dyson first got involved in educating
people about cultural diversity as a student
at Cedarville in 1995 when a fellow student,
Tim Ware, asked him to help minority students adjust to Cedarville. As a 30-year-old,
married college student working full time
with one child, Dyson said he was not eager
to add to his responsibilities, but he eventually agreed to help.
“What I realized was no one, not the
students, nor the administration or faculty
were comfortable with (the diversity) conversation,” Dyson said. “Everybody 20 years
ago was really uncomfortable. They didn’t
know what to do with it.”
Dyson said that experience was the
heartbeat to him coming back to Cedarville
almost 20 years later.
When Thomas White offered him the
position of director of intercultural leadership in 2014, Dyson said he was happy to
take the job.
Dyson said he refers to cultural diversity in America – and in Cedarville – not as a
melting pot but as a salad.
“It’s a tossed salad. You’ve got all
these different things in there,” Dyson said.
“You’ve got the tomatoes and the cucumbers
and the mushrooms and the bacon bits, and
they all have flavor points, they all matter.
They are just all different. We want people
to enjoy those differences.”

Check out the blog at www.blogs.cedarville.edu/interculturalupdate
Keegan D’Alfonso is a freshman journalism
major and a reporter for Cedars. He was a
sergeant in the Marines and enjoys learning about and experiencing other cultures.
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The Best ‘Case’ Scenario
Senior Dan Case goes a year without dessert, learns discipline and gets featured on BuzzFeed

by Anna Dembowski

S

enior Dan Case went one year without eating dessert, and that portion of
his story has been viewed more than
two million times on BuzzFeed, thanks to a
“listicle” posted Jan. 10.
But a dessert-less year is neither the beginning nor the end of his story.
Case, a psychology major, spoke in
chapel last semester about his battle with
depression, which nearly led to suicide. He
credits his childhood friend Olivia Harvey
’14 with both convincing him to continue
living and to begin losing weight.
“It was not as much encouragement
that pushed me to do (a dessert fast) as
much as annoyance, because I had originally set my goal with my friend Olivia, ‘OK,
we’re going to do this for 30 days,’” Case
said. “I had done this a million times before,
and I had always failed. And she knew that,
and I knew that.”

A year without dessert
Harvey said she joined Case in the challenge but didn’t think this time would be
any different than all of the previous times
he had tried to meet a goal.
“I voiced these concerns to his sister,
who told him that I didn’t believe he could
do it. I think this really annoyed him,” Harvey, currently serving at a hospital in the
Republic of Congo, said in an email. “If he
failed, then I would have been right about
his lack of follow-through.”
Case has known Harvey since age three.
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screenshot (top left) from BuzzFeed/ photo
(above) courtesy of Dan Case/ photo (right)
by Jennifer Gammie
Before Case began his dessert fast in October 2014, Harvey said his character – loyal,
motivated, humorous, competitive and caring – was masked by layers of insecurity.
“He made big decisions very quickly,
but then after some time had passed (he)
tended to lack commitment and follow
through on his decisions,” Harvey said. “I
would tell him that he actually was a really
likable and friendly guy, but he lacked the
confidence to believe that what I said was
true.”

Senior Dan Case, a psychology major and Community Life Coordinator in Lawlor, lost 60
pounds by fasting from dessert for a year and training to run a 5K. Case said he weighed 240
pounds in August 2014 (date of photo at left) before he gave up dessert. He will run his first
marathon in April 2016.
Case said he ate large amounts of sugar
and junk food every day, hence inspiring his
fast of choice. Though the challenge grew
from 30 days to one year without dessert,
Case said it wasn’t an easy year.
He said it was important to find the
right group of people to support him – not
the friends that tempted him with Oreos. He

said he had to reroute his routine in the dining hall, so as not to pass by the dessert area,
and learn to avoid the gas station across the
road where he often bought ice cream. He
also had to find substitutes, such as low-fat
yogurt, for the sweet items he craved.
But there were also small victories, like
losing weight and developing healthier, feelJanuary 2016
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Once you start
setting goals and
making habits, it
affects all areas of
your life.”
Dan Case

senior psychology major
good habits. From August 2014 to October
2015, Case lost 60 pounds and exchanged
his binge eating for running, working up to
run a 5K.
Case’s “year without dessert” came to a
close last October, but he’s set another goal
– actually 21 more – including gaining control of eating dessert.
Harvey said Case’s honesty about his
struggle with self-image and commitment
to making it a year has given him more confidence.
“Because of the victory in this area of
his life, he has been able to stick to other
goals he has set as well,” Harvey said. “He
says that I played a huge part in it, but in
reality it was really all God who helped him
stick to it. It’s been so fun to watch him grow
and mature this past year. All I tried to do
was be honest with him, encourage him and
most importantly: pray for him.”

21 goals
Case said he’s set 21 goals to achieve
before he turns 22, something he plans to
do for each year he’s able to achieve as many
goals as he is old.
“I (had) rarely set goals, because I always failed them,” Case said. “The dessert
thing was the first goal that I believe I accomplished. So once I completed that, I was
like, ‘Why am I going to stop? I’m not stopping. I’m going to set more goals.’”
Those that he has already accomplished this year are: not shaving for two
weeks, traveling to visit a friend and using
an iPhone only as a phone for a week.
He’s also currently doing a “stringent
diet” – vegan to be exact – for 30 days and
training to run a marathon in April.
January 2016

“(Going vegan) isn’t to lose weight, it’s
just to check out a really radical departure
from my typical lifestyle,” Case said. “That
is a very challenging goal, because so many
foods have animal by-products in them, so
really there’s not a lot of food to eat.”
Case jokingly said he’ll be eating rice
and beans for a month, as there’s not a lot
to choose from in the campus dining hall.
“I’m so hungry, and I’ve been hungry
for two days,” said Case, two days into his
30-day challenge at the time. “I think it’s
just going to be focusing my mindset not on
food.”

Gaining a new perspective
Rae McKee, a junior marketing major
who is training to run the marathon with
Case, said Case is the most driven person

something with you. … When he gets comments or emails about, ‘Hey, I struggle with
this,’ he has that side of, ‘This is where I
was, but I know that you can get to the other
side.’”
McKee said the two act as a support
system for each other, both in finding goals
to set and working to achieve those goals.
“(He has) that encouraging spirit of
that he never makes you feel little or incompetent,” she said. “He wants to make sure
that you know that there’s another side to
the story and an end result that you might
not see.”
Among the goals Case has encouraged
McKee to work toward are: running a marathon in every state, journaling, reading 54
books in her 20th year, and doing something different with her summer. She’ll be

“I (had) rarely set goals, because I always
failed them. The dessert thing was the first
goal I believe I accomplished. So once I
completed that, I was like, ‘Why am I going
to stop? I’m not stopping. I’m going to set
more goals.’”
Dan Case

she has met. One year ago, he wouldn’t even
run a mile, McKee said. Now he’s preparing
to run 26.2 miles.
“He decides he wants to figure out
something unique and different that’s challenging that most people don’t try,” McKee
said. “It opens up his perspective of different people and different ways of living life
and healthy ways, too.”
McKee said Case’s testimony of becoming a goal-oriented person has given him
more empathy for people struggling with
similar things he has.
Since Case blogs about his journey
to accomplish all 21 goals, he has received
emails and comments from people across
the world – from Oregon to Asia.
“He’s using these random experiences to create information for other people,”
McKee said. “He’s open to experiencing

going to Peru for five weeks.
“While Dan may have not been the
source of that, he was definitely a huge influence on, ‘What do you want? And how
can you make that happen?’” McKee said.

Practicing discipline
Case said the past year has taught him
about discipline, something he said is vital
in a Christian’s life.
“There are some days that you don’t
want to have your devotions. There are days
that I don’t want to run. But I do it because
I’m training for this great big race. In the
same way, it’s like I’m training for a race as
a Christian – I’m running a race – and so I
don’t want to forfeit a day, because I know
that’s going to put me behind,” he said. “In
that same way, I want to be disciplined in
my spiritual life, in my prayer, in my journ-

aling, in my personal devotion time. I know
that I can now.”
Case said learning discipline is learning
priorities.
“If I can give up dessert for a year, I can
schedule a time to really get into the Word
of God and get into that and make that a priority,” he said.
Setting goals has also taught him to
work through his depression rather than
giving in to it, he said.
“Now I see depression, and it’s like,
‘No, I’m going to work through that,’ because I can work through that. I don’t have
to just sit down and say, ‘I’m a failure, I
can’t get through something,’” Case said.
“No, God has given us the ability to work
hard for things, and to overcome. So much
of that is founded in an attitude of not backing down.”
Case said the changes he’s adopted in
the last year and a half have had a ripple effect on the rest of his life.
“I mark all of this time as a turning
point for me,” Case said, “helping me with
devotions and pushing me forward in all areas of my life, not just the dessert, (not) the
running. Once you start setting goals and
making habits, it affects all areas of your
life.”

To become goal-oriented, Case
suggests starting with small goals:

• Set small, reasonable goals,
because there’s a return on it
quickly. Small goals are different
than a bucket list.
• Journal every day. Set a minimum
word count, such as writing at
least 500 words each day.
• Get into a positive mindset.
• Find a good support system.
• Remember your success.

Read about Dan’s journey on his blog,
“The Most Boring Person at the Table,”
at www.mostboringpersonatthetable.
wordpress.com.
Anna Dembowski is a senior journalism
major and editor-in-chief for Cedars. She
is learning to love coffee, spontaneity and
Twitter. Follow her at @annabbowskers.
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Brendan Orchard: Lead Guitarist
by Kathryn Sill

W

endy Orchard’s picture of her
sons in middle school seems to
foreshadow the future. In the
picture, her sons pose with fake instruments
constructed out of cardboard, with youthful
hope that one day they will be in a band.
Years later, the Orchard boys’ cardboard instruments have been traded for real
instruments, and their dream of being in a
band has become a reality.
Freshman Brendan Orchard, a music
major from Xenia, Ohio, is the lead guitarist
for the local rock ’n’ roll band, Warshful.
He said he began playing the guitar in
sixth grade when he started taking lessons
from a friend. But he first learned to play the
saxophone, as his parents encouraged.
“We (my husband and I) required our
sons to participate in the school band, because there are parts of the brain that music
helps develop,” Wendy Orchard said.
Wendy Orchard is a 1991 graduate of
Cedarville. During her time at Cedarville,
she was the first female accompanist for an
all-male quartet, which is comparable to the
current day Heartsong musical groups, and
she played flute in the symphonic band under the direction of senior professor of music Mike DiCuirci.
Brendan Orchard’s father, Paul, also
plays the drums. Coming from a musical
family influenced Brendan Orchard to pursue his musical interests, he said.
“I won my first guitar at King’s Island,
and it was not a very nice guitar, but I kept
playing and upgrading to nicer guitars (over
time),” Brendan Orchard said.

‘Warshful’
Eventually Brendan Orchard’s love for
both the electric and acoustic guitar led him
to Warshful.
“The name Warshful comes from a
mixture of the words war, harsh and harmful,” Brendan Orchard said. “The name is
inspired from the belief that the world is goJanuary 2016

photo by Jennifer Gammie
Freshman Brendan Orchard, a music major, is the lead guitarist for Warshful. Orchard and
three others formed the local rock ’n’ roll band in late 2013.
ing to beat you down, but you can still rise
above it.”
The band began in late 2013 after Brendan Orchard and his younger brother, Ryan,
a 17-year-old Xenia High School student,
met Wright State University student E Lai
Comte, 19, at youth group. Comte became
the lead singer for Warshful, and Ryan Orchard reached out to his classmate Caleb
Jones, 18.
“I moved to Xenia in fifth grade and
met Ryan in middle school,” Jones said.
“After that I started hanging out with him
and Brendan and playing music together
just for fun.”
Brendan Orchard pushed for the band
to come together, and the other three agreed
– Ryan Orchard as the drummer, Jones as
the bass guitarist, Comte as the lead singer,
and Brendan Orchard as the lead guitarist.
Wendy Orchard said she and her husband encouraged their sons, but starting

Warshful was the Orchard boys’ idea.
“They practice in our basement, and I
love being able to listen to them do something they are passionate about,” she said.
Warshful typically practices about once
a week for two to three hours. Their first
performance was at a birthday party when
they could only perform two songs.
Jones said playing music is no longer
“just a hobby” for the four. The band now
hopes to make performing into a career.
Three years after its start, Warshful has
an extended play (EP) featuring four original songs that is available on iTunes, Spotify, Amazon and on the band’s website.
“We perform at any venue we can get,”
Brendan Orchard said. “We have performed
in the Cincinnati and Columbus area at
bars, opened for other bands, (and played
at) birthdays and at schools.”
Brendan Orchard said his favorite place
to perform is the Underground, a club con-

cert venue in Cincinnati, where a lot of nationally-known acts play. The Underground
is also the site where the area’s annual Battle of the Bands contest takes place.
“We participated in Battle of the Bands
last year as well, where we placed second,”
Brendan Orchard said. “This year I believe
the contest started with 47 bands, and we
made it to the final round (of four teams).”
Battle of the Bands took place Jan. 16.
The voting process for the finals consisted
of 60 percent judges’ votes and 40 percent
fans’ votes.
Wendy Orchard said, “The fan-based
voting played a big role, so to have their
friends drive over an hour to watch them
perform was important and showed what
great friends they have.”
Warshful finished second again this
year at the Battle of the Bands contest and
left with $1,000.
With each practice, performance and
competition, Brendan Orchard said he
hopes to one day make his band a full-time
career.
“The long-term goal of the band would
be to make it our career that is financially
stable and would allow us to make great
music and travel the world,” he said.
As a parent, Wendy Orchard said she
continues to remind Brendan Orchard of
the hard work and extra bit of effort it will
take to make Warshful stand out and be noticed.
“Brendan is willing to do whatever it
takes to be in the music profession, whether
that be graduate school, teaching lessons or
working in a music store,” Wendy Orchard
said. “It does not matter if he is rich. We
want him to do what God has gifted him
with.”

Follow @WarshfulBand on Twitter and
Facebook, or visit www.Warshful.com
Kathryn Sill is a senior journalism major
from Wichita, Kansas. She loves Jesus, her
niece and food.
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‘Star Wars’ for Dummies
Discover George Lucas’ galaxy far, far away

photos from StarWars.com

by Emily Day

D

isney’s new release “Star Wars: The Force Awakens” has caused a revival among the dedicated fans of the beloved franchise. People both young and old eagerly anticipated the
arrival of the continuation of George Lucas’ sci-fi saga. However, for those of you who have yet to enter this intergalactic world, here are a few key things to know before embarking
on this epic adventure.

What is ‘Star Wars’?

From the genius of George Lucas, “Star Wars” was born with its cult-like following.
According to the book series on which the movies are based, all events are said to have
taken place millions of years ago in a neighboring galaxy far, far away.
The original movie series was released from the late 70s to early 80s (“A
New Hope,” “The Empire Strikes Back” and “Return of the Jedi”). The prequel films (“Episode I: The Phantom Menace,” “Episode II: Attack of the
Clones” and “Episode III: Revenge of the Sith”) were later released from
1999 to 2005.

The Force
“May the Force be with you” is perhaps one of the most iconic quotes
from “Star Wars.”
The Force is the spiritual power that can only be channeled by the chosen elite, both
good and evil, and is the driving force behind the films. The Force can be inherited, but to
fully master the Force, one must endure intense training.

Lightsabers
Let’s be honest. If you could choose any weapon to carry around, who wouldn’t want
a glowing laser beam? A lightsaber is a blade made of energy that can only be wielded by
Force-users. Jedis’ lightsabers are typically blue or green beams, and the Sith’s lightsabers
are usually red.
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The Millennium Falcon

The Millennium Falcon (pictured) is the most
iconic starship in the galaxy, though she may not
look it. Piloted by the arrogant Han Solo, this battered starship is a huge player in the success of the
Rebel Alliance against the Empire and is the home of
Han and his pal Chewie.

Jedi Order v. Sith Order
The Jedi Order is the light side of the Force (the good guys). They are
the champions of prosperity within the galaxy. Their mission is to defend the galaxy
against the Sith Order while maintaining both inner peace and societal stability.
The dark side of the Force is represented by the Sith Order (the bad guys) who have
given into their negative emotions. This results in using the Force for personal gain and
ultimately their own destruction.
Both the Jedi Order and the Sith Order represent the chosen elite and are the only
people with the ability to harness the power of the Force.

Galactic Empire v. Rebel Alliance
The Galactic Empire is at war with the Rebel Alliance. The Empire is the evil government whose leaders rule over the galaxy and tend to favor the dark side. The Rebels are an
uprising in the galaxy determined to overthrow the Empire with the help of Jedi warriors.

January 2016
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R2-D2

The Emperor/Darth Sidious/
Palpatine

R2-D2 is a small, loveable,
blue and white droid who has
the ability to transfer information across the galaxy.

Han Solo and
Chewbacca
This
dynamic
duo co-pilots their
trusty Millennium Falcon
with pride. Han
(right), the cunning
and clever con man,
and ‘Chewie’, the large
hairy Wookiee, work
together to aid the Rebels.

Darth Vader
One of cinemas greatest villains
of all time, Darth Vader begins as
a brave Jedi Knight, but he is then
seduced to the dark side of the Force
and becomes a Sith Lord.

Disney will release “Star Wars:
Episode VIII” Dec. 15, 2017.
Obi-Wan Kenobi
Obi-Wan Kenobi is the master of all Jedi
who not only trains Luke but also was good
friends with Luke’s Father, Anakin.

Princess Leia
Leia is
a strong
Rebel leader who can
rock the side
buns.

He is a man of many names who
has one clear mission: eradicate the
Jedi Order. Leading a double life as
a Sith Lord and Naboo Senator in
the Galactic Republic, the Emperor
attempts to destroy the Order from
within and ultimately overthrow the
Republic.

‘Star Wars’
Characters to
Know

Luke Skywalker
It is a classic rags to riches story for Luke,
a poor farm boy from the planet
Tatooine who becomes one
of the greatest Jedi
in the galaxy.

C-3PO
C-3PO is a tall, golden robot
who idolizes Luke and tends to
complain about
everything.

Yoda
Don’t
let his small
appearance fool
you. Yoda may be
tiny and green, but
he is the wisest and
powerful Jedi
master.

Emily Day is a junior journalism major
and arts & entertainment editor for Cedars. She is an avid reader, runner
and is a general Disney enthusiast.
January 2016
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Play Preview: ‘Cyrano De Bergerac’

photo by Naomi Harward
Junior Emma Kowatch plays the illustrious Roxane, who captures the hearts of Cyrano, played
by senior David Widder-Varhegyi, and Christian, played by senior Drew Poplin, in Cedarville’s
“Cyrano De Bergerac.” The winter play runs Feb. 4-14 in the DeVries Theatre.

by Micheal Carbaugh

T

he Cedarville University Theatre
Department presents “Cyrano De
Bergerac” Feb. 4-14 in the DeVries
Theatre, complete with romance, sword
fighting and one incredibly large nose.
Associate professor of theatre Matt
Moore directs the production, which tells
the story of “the ideal frenchman” who has
fallen in love with Roxane, played by junior
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Emma Kowatch. Set in France during the
1640’s, “Cyrano De Bergerac” takes place in
the height of the Musketeer Era during the
Franco-Spanish war.
“Cyrano” has been translated from
French into a poetic script featuring rhyming lines and poetic metaphors.
“This play is all about the words,”
Moore said.
Cyrano, played by senior David Widder-Varhegyi, is a French soldier who has

almost everything going for him. He’s
strong, an expert swordsman, smart and incredibly poetic.
However, he has one tragic flaw: his
nose is incredibly large. Cyrano is terribly
sensitive about his nose – so much so that
he is willing to duel anyone who makes fun
of it.
Cyrano’s insecurities about his nose
are the reason he’s anxious about talking
to Roxane. To make matters worse, Roxane
has her eye set on a man named Christian,
played by senior Drew Poplin. Christian is
handsome, but he lacks strength and wit,
which makes him the exact opposite of
Cyrano. So, the two men decide to combine
their strengths to woo Roxane.
Though the play was written more than
200 years ago, Moore has chosen to highlight themes that are applicable to a modern audience. The show deals with idealism,
self-consciousness, and the like.
Through the whole play Cyrano’s nose
holds him back.
“That is Cyrano’s hamartia: his inability to get over his own self-consciousness,”
Widder-Varhegyi said.
Widder-Varhegyi described the “Cyrano” cast as unique, because it includes some
of the best actors with some actors that have
had little to no experience.
Widder-Varhegyi said Moore excels in
making sure that the actors thoroughly understand their characters so they can give a
good interpretation of them on stage.
“One of the things that (Moore) stresses strongly is playing honestly, simply and
realistically,” Widder-Varhegyi said, “because honesty, simplicity and reality is what
we live every day. If we can take that and
produce that on stage than we will literally produce something that resembles what
people go through every day.”
As Cyrano struggles with his inability
to make it past his self-consciousness, audience members may be reminded of their
own struggles with self doubt. “Cyrano
De Bergerac” encourages people not to be
bound by their flaws and challenges its audience to consider their ideals.
Cyrano is the ideal Frenchman, except

for his nose, while Christian has the ideal
physical attributes but lacks strength and
wit. Neither man is complete. In fact, it
takes both of them to win Roxane’s love.
Both Poplin and Widder-Varhegyi said
Moore has created a play that is relatable
but entertaining for the audience, and the
play has allowed them to grow creatively as
actors.
“Working with Matt Moore has been
extremely challenging,” Widder-Varhegyi
said, “in the sense of I’m going to walk away
from this production a better actor because
of how good a director he is.”
During rehearsals for the play, Moore
gave the cast the opportunity to collaborate and bring new ideas to the production.
Though Moore had the final say, many ideas
from cast members influenced his decisions.

“That is Cyrano’s
hamartia: his
inability to get
over his own selfconsciousness.”

David Widder-Varhegyi
Cyrano

“The great fun of being a director is collaborating with other people,” Moore said.
Complete with relatable themes, humorous scenes, romantic plots, sword fights
and dramatic twists, “Cyrano De Bergerac”
is sure to be an entertaining production.
“Cyrano De Bergerac” opens 8 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 4, and will run through Valentine’s Day. Purchase tickets at the SSC Information Desk, by phone at 937-776-7787,
or online at cedarville.edu/ticketinfo.
Michael Shawn Carbaugh II is a sophomore music composition major and arts &
entertainment writer for Cedars. He enjoys
all kinds of writing, whether it be with musical notes or descriptive words.
January 2015
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Movie Review: ‘Truth’
by Anna Dembowski

T

he political docudrama “Truth”
shares the story behind CBS’ “60
Minutes” 2004 broadcast questioning the military service of President George
W. Bush who was then seeking re-election.
In the film, documents seem to show
that President Bush received preferential
treatment while serving in the Texas Air
National Guard in the 1970s, perhaps even
going AWOL from the military. And so,
Mary Mapes (Cate Blanchett), producer of
“60 Minutes,” suggests CBS air a story two
months before the 2004 presidential election regarding the president’s supposed absence from the military.
Though the film received largely a negative response upon its October 2015 release
by members of the media, particularly those
currently representing CBS News, “Truth”
is an exemplary work. The acting and dialogue is powerful, and the film doesn’t lack
suspense.
But since “Truth” is based on actual events and Mapes’ memoir “Truth and
Duty: The Press, the President, and the
Privilege of Power,” viewers of “Truth” may
already know the ending. The CBS broadcast in question has been called a “scandal.” A simple Google search for then-CBS
evening news anchor Dan Rather returns
pages of results about Rather’s “big lie,” his
exit from the evening news, and the “Killian
documents controversy.”
It seems contradictory, then, that a film
about a controversial broadcast – with little
to no good outcome – is titled “Truth,” but
truth is – or is supposed to be – what every
journalist seeks.
The film is bookended by a panel of legal professionals, in which the “60 Minutes”
team, most notably Mapes, faces questioning about the accuracy of the Sept. 4, 2004,
primetime broadcast.
The “60 Minutes” team builds its story
upon documents delivered by Lt. Colonel
Bill Burkett (Stacy Keach), a man of few
words, who is believed to have received the
documents from an undisclosed source.
In order to have the story broadcast
January 2016

with ample time before the election, the
team must race against time and wrestle
with confidential sources, curt responses
and decades-old documents. Sources are
called and then called again. On-camera interviews feel the heat, and even document
provider Burkett is pushed to talk on the record, seemingly leaving no stone unturned.
As sources confirm what the documents
show, the film’s suspense grows. Surely
these documents are accurate if military officers are confirming their contents. Surely
a document-based story is a legitimate one,
as documents inherently don’t lie.
Perhaps the most valuable aspect of
“Truth” is its ability to put its viewers in the
shoes of the “60 Minutes” team. You may
find yourself asking ethical questions – particularly in light of today’s seemingly sensationalized media – about what is right, at
what point truth is discovered, and in what
way a story can be told without bias. Without knowing the consequences of the special
“60 Minutes” broadcast, what makes the
story worthy of being told?
But though the film largely tells the story of journalists and controversy, “Truth” is
neither devoid of humor nor of heart.
Mike Smith (Topher Grace), who
Mapes recruits to join her team, is largely to
credit for the humor in the film. With somewhat of an inexperienced and honest, yet
nerdy, air, Smith’s thoughtful moments are
said in few words, but they touch the heart,
particularly when Smith credits Dan Rather
(Robert Redford) with inspiring him to pursue journalism.
Mapes’ character adds intensity and
passion for her craft, which increases as
deadline nears and multiplies when she faces questioning for the accuracy of her team’s
story. She states she’s seeking the truth, that
she’s just asking questions as journalists do.
But as she faces pressure from other media
and turns from predator to prey, her passion turns to anger, annoyance and regret.
“They do not get to do this,” she cries.
“They do not get to smack us just for asking
the questions.”
When the facts of her story are bent
and skewed by other media, Mapes becomes

photo from Sony Pictures Classics
weary in displaying the truth.
“I never should have asked the question,” she laments to her husband.
For all the good and passion that Mapes
embodies as a producer, at times, Mapes
seems to let the desire for a powerful, election-changing story get the best of her. Her
face – not just her name – will be tied to the
story, whatever the outcome, as is true for
Rather.
Some may, and have argued, that
Mapes brought her politics into her reporting. Some may argue she put her own interests above those of Rather and the rest of
CBS. Some may argue she simply wanted
to start a discussion – one that encouraged
the public to look more deeply into the character of those they elect to be in positions
of authority. Mapes exhibits each of these
scenarios at different times throughout the
film.
Her character is complex – she’s neither a reporter without a heart nor a reporter driven by money. While legal officials
demand answers to fonts and forgeries and
typewriters, Mapes wonders why her seeking of truth seems not to matter at all.

“Truth” is a must-see film for all those
interested in politics, the media or just good
acting. You’ll probably walk away wondering if you would have done anything different than that which the “60 Minutes”
team did. You might be angry, you might be
empathetic, or you might just be skeptical.
Regardless, you’ll have enjoyed a good film.
The film, directed by James Vanderbilt,
is R-rated primarily for the language used
by the newsroom staff and sources. However, there’s little, if any questionable content,
in addition to the language that makes it
have such a rating.
“Truth” will be released on DVD and
Blu-Ray Feb. 2. It’s also available in the
iTunes store.
After you watch “Truth,” look for “Spotlight,” a Fall 2015 release and Oscar-nominated film about a Catholic church scandal
broken by The Boston Globe staff, expected
on DVD and Blu-Ray Feb. 23.
Anna Dembowski is a senior journalism
major and editor-in-chief for Cedars. She
is learning to love coffee, spontaneity and
Twitter. Follow her at @annabbowskers.
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Bazzoli Takes His Game to New Zealand
by Josh Burris

C

edarville junior forward Easton Bazzoli is a returning starter for the
men’s basketball team and is currently third on the team in scoring and rebounding and second in assists. Bazzoli also
appeared on SportsCenter’s Top 10 Plays of
the Week last season.
But last summer, Bazzoli worked on
another part of his life when he joined Athletes in Action (AIA) on its basketball tour
to New Zealand.
Bazzoli initially heard about AIA’s New
Zealand tour from former teammate Marcus Reineke. Reineke went on the New Zealand tour during the summer of 2013, just
before Bazzoli’s freshman year.
Bazzoli was contacted by AIA head
coach Kelly Combs about playing in the tour
during the next summer.
“He came to watch us play during my
freshman year a couple times,” Bazzoli said.
“He asked me if I would be interested in going on a tour, but I wasn’t really feeling it
that year.”
But Combs did not give up that easily.
The following season, he brought up the
idea to Bazzoli again. Bazzoli said he felt
if he was going to do a tour, this was his
chance to do it.

Taking the game to New Zealand
Bazzoli and his 10 teammates, who
came from varied levels of competition, began their tour in Los Angeles for four days
of training and practice before they left for
Auckland, a major city in New Zealand’s
North Island. The team played seven games
in a 10-day period against some of New Zealand’s club teams. They also played the development team for the New Zealand Breakers, a professional team.
Bazzoli said he was able to improve
some aspects of his game like defense and
his confidence. Bazzoli said basketball-wise
he was able to play at the small forward position more, which he said is his natural position. He said one of his goals for basketball
was to get back to learning that position and
being aggressive.
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Estepp said he would like to get Bazzoli
more playing time at a position other than
power forward, which he plays right now.
“I’d like to get him to small forward
eventually,” Estepp said. “We are trying
to improve his screening and his ability to
score in other ways. I think he has come
back a better player.”
Combs said Bazzoli also wanted to improve his perimeter game and his strength
on the tour.
“We really saw those things improve
with Easton,” Combs said. “We saw him try
to work and learn new things. He expanded
his game.”

Spiritual growth
Combs said the big goal of AIA is to
help young athletes use the platform of
sport to share their faith with people around
the world. He said when athletes go on tour,
AIA also tries to help the athletes improve
their game.
Bazzoli said he saw growth in his ability
to share his faith via basketball. Everyday
the team would set aside a time where they
would emphasize a different core focus of
their faith, he said. The team members also
went out and shared their faith with people
they saw on the beach.

“It is so much more
important for him
to live (his faith)
out. He changed his
priorities. I think
he had a genuine
experience with
Christ.”
Jonny Foote

basketball team student
assistant

“Something I’ve never done before is
walk up to random people,” Bazzoli said.
“We talked some ice breakers and shared
our faith.”
But Bazzoli said most of the people they
talked to on the beach did not want to hear
anything they had to say.
“The fact is most of the time they shut
you down,” Bazzoli said. “Just the one or
two times you heard somebody interested
made it worth it.”
The team also shared its faith with fans
during the halftimes of its games. Bazzoli
said AIA really emphasized training players
to share their testimonies. He said they each
learned to share their testimony in a 30-second or three-minute time frame.
“I shared my testimony at halftime to a
crowd,” Bazzoli said. “I don’t like talking in
public like that, but it went smoother than I
expected it to.”
Combs said he was glad Bazzoli could
be on the team.
“It was a real pleasure to have Easton
on our New Zealand team,” Combs said.
“We saw him grow in every area, and it’s exciting to see him bring those things back to
his team. That is one of our goals.”

Leading the team
Cedarville head coach Pat Estepp said
he has noticed a change in Bazzoli since the
tour.
“His leadership has gotten a ton better,” Estepp said. “We’ve lacked spiritual
leadership for a few years, and he is more
aware of that then he ever has been.”
Student assistant Jonny Foote also said
Bazzoli has stepped up on the team as a
spiritual leader.
“I have seen a faithfulness in the
Word,” Foote said. “I see Easton reading it
a lot more often. I would love to send all our
guys to AIA. It’s such a great experience.”
Foote said he has noticed a change in
maturity with Bazzoli, as well. He said Bazzoli’s relationship with Christ means so
much more to him now. He said AIA not
only taught Bazzoli how to play the game,
but the tour with AIA also encouraged Bazzoli to put an emphasis on Christ.

“I shared my
testimony at
halftime to a crowd.
I don’t like talking
in public like that,
but it went smoother
than I expected it
to.”

Easton Bazzoli
junior forward

“It is so much more important for him
to live it out,” Foote said. “He changed his
priorities. I think he had a genuine experience with Christ.”
Estepp said he has not had many players participate in AIA tours. However, he
said he believes it is beneficial for players to
take part in a tour.
“I have seen improvements spiritually more than anything,” Estepp said. “It is
good for (players) to get out of the routine
here. I think spiritually and leadership-wise
(the tours) are tremendous.”
Josh Burris is a junior journalism major
and multimedia person for Cedars. He is
interested in sports broadcasting and reporting. He enjoys watching sports, lifting,
and listening to rock and rap.
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Gilmour Looks to 5th Season, Professional Play
by Tyler Greenwood

C

edarville star forward Connor Gilmour has had one of the best careers in
Cedarville men’s soccer history. He’s
led the team in goals and points in each of
his three seasons, and he is currently fifth
all-time in school history in both categories.
He’s won nearly every award imaginable
over the last two seasons.
Just last season alone, besides helping
the team qualify for the first NCAA tournament in school history, Gilmour also made
the CoSIDA Men’s Soccer Division II Academic All-America Team, and the Division
II All-America Third Teams for both the
National Soccer Coaches Association of
America and the Conference Commissioners Association. He also was named G-MAC
Offensive Player of the Year for the second
straight season.
With all of Gilmour’s successes over the
last three years and his development as both
a player and a leader, playing professional
soccer is a real possibility.

It’s not over yet
But the impact his experience with Cedarville soccer has had on his life has Gilmour choosing to return to Cedarville for a
fifth year.

“(Connor’s) all
about investing in
his teammates and
his walk with the
Lord. He’ll continue
to be a model to our
younger guys and
encourage them.”
Brett Faro

head soccer coach
January 2016

“I’m staying for the team, for the guys.
If it weren’t for them I would leave. I love
the coaches and the guys we have on our
team,” he said. “It’s a special program. What
makes it really special is that we’re all Christian guys, working hard to spread the gospel
and grow personally, but we’re also really
good and competitive at soccer.”
A senior environmental science major
from Warren, Ohio, Gilmour said he plans
to play soccer professionally after he finishes his degree in December 2016.
“This past summer I played with a team
that was really good, and I was only getting
to play 20 minutes or so a game,” he said. “I
realized by the end of the summer that I still
loved the game, still loved the guys and still
loved to play even though I wasn’t getting
to play as much. That’s when I knew that I
wanted to keep playing.”
Gilmour said he didn’t really want to
come to Cedarville University four years
ago even though he grew up in a Christian
family. His personal relationship with God
didn’t extend much beyond Sunday mornings, according to Brett Faro, head coach for
the men’s soccer team at Cedarville.
“Connor came in really young in his
faith,” Faro said. “He was trying to figure
out who he was.”
Gilmour’s collegiate career got off to a
rough start. Near the end of the summer of
2012, his season ended before it had even
begun. He tore his ACL, which ended the
season for him.
But the encouraging calls, texts and
emails he received from his new teammates,
most of whom he still hadn’t met, gave
Gilmour a taste of the culture of Cedarville
soccer, a culture that was unlike anything
he’d been a part of before.
After arriving on campus and knowing
his season was over, Gilmour prolonged his
recovery, not wanting to re-injure himself
by returning too soon.

Learning to lead
During this time Gilmour said he began
to grow spiritually.
“I became a sponge for the older guys
and coaches,” Gilmour said. “I started read-

ing Romans 6 at that time, and it started
to click about dying to self and living for
Christ.”
Gilmour said his first two years at Cedarville prepared him to become a spiritual leader and role model like the ones he
learned from as an underclassman.
“After my sophomore year, we had a
lot of (the) spiritual leadership graduate,”
he said. “Coach challenged me to learn and
help fill that void.”
Gilmour combined his regular season
play at Cedarville with playing for a club
team over the summer, and he said his
greatest improvements have been in the
speed at which he can play.
“The speed just keeps increasing as
the guys get better,” he said. “Playing yearround has helped me keep my speed up in
the off-season, making the beginning of the
season here an easier transition.”
Gilmour said he has also seen improvements in his leadership and how he interacts with his teammates.
“I’ve become more sensitive to guys’
off-the-field issues and how they might be
affecting the guy on the field,” he said. “I
know now not to lay into guys on the field if
they have something else going on. It’s better to talk about that stuff after practice and
figure out what’s going on.”
Faro said he’s glad he gets to have
Gilmour around for one more season.
“He’s all about investing in his teammates and his walk with the Lord. He’ll continue to be a model to our younger guys and
encourage them,” Faro said. “He’ll use his
story to help other guys learn what it means
to play in this program, learn what it means
to use your gifts and abilities for the Lord.
On the field we’ll continue to push him to
become a better player and do the little
things, and hopefully that produces another
good season for him.”
Gilmour said he wants his last season
as a Yellow Jacket to leave a lasting impact,
and not just by scoring goals and winning
awards.
“We want to be good,” Gilmour said.
“We had our best season ever last year, and
we want to stay at that national level and

“I love the coaches
and the guys
we have on our
team. It’s a special
program. What
makes it really
special is that
we’re all Christian
guys, working
hard to spread the
gospel and grow
personally, but we’re
also really good
and competitive at
soccer.”

Connor Gilmour

Cedarville forward
use it as a platform for proclaiming Christ.
Our mission is to be a national contender on
the field and to make a difference in people’s
lives not as a side thing, but as we play.”
Tyler Greenwood is a junior mechanical
engineering major and sports writer for
Cedars.
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Begin a ‘Galentine’s Day’ Tradition This Year
by Jonathan Gallardo

E

veryone knows February 14 is Valentine’s Day, but February 13 is a lesser-known holiday: Galentine’s Day.
Originating in 2010 from the NBC comedy,
“Parks and Recreation,” Galentine’s Day is
the perfect foil for Valentine’s Day.
While February 14 is about romantic
relationships, February 13 is about celebrating friendships, so you can celebrate it regardless of your relationship status. According to Pawnee Deputy Director of Parks and
Recreation, Leslie Knope, “It’s wonderful,
and it should be a national holiday.”
College is often where the strongest
friendships are formed. There’s something
in the soil of academia that causes friends to
stick together long after graduation.
The world can be a scary place, but we
weren’t meant to get through it alone. Solomon writes in Ecclesiastes 4:9-10, “Two are

Tales from the Brim

photo from NBC.com
better than one, because they have a good
reward for their toil. For if they fall, one
will lift up his fellow. But woe to him who is
alone when he falls and has not another to
lift him up!”
Friends are there to pick you up when

you fall. Friends are there to listen as you
rant about your life. Friends are there to
drive you to the hospital when you have a
medical emergency. Friends are there to
sit with you and watch all the Harry Potter
movies in one day.
Don’t take your friends for granted.
They accept you, they love you in spite of
your weirdness, and you do the same to
them.
As Knope says, “We need to remember
what’s important in life: Friends, waffles,
work. Or waffles, friends, work. It doesn’t
matter. But work is third.”
So in honor of friendships (and waffles), celebrate Galentine’s Day this year.
Jonathan Gallardo is a senior journalism
major and sports editor for Cedars. He enjoys writing fiction, reading Stephen King
and watching “Parks and Recreation” over
and over again.

Celebrate Galentine’s Day

• Get your friends together. February
13 is a Saturday this year, so you
won’t have to worry about classes
or homework getting in the way of
having a good time.
• Brunch. You can’t go wrong with
breakfast food, especially waffles.
It doesn’t matter what you eat, as
long as waffles are included – and
lots of whipped cream. If you don’t
eat waffles with whipped cream,
you’re eating them wrong.
• Reminisce about the past, share
your favorite memories of each
other, and talk about your plans for
the future.
• Give gifts. Homemade is the way
to go.
• Go back to where it all started.
Watch Episode 16 of the second
season of “Parks and Recreation.”
Once you’re finished, you might as
well watch the rest of the show.
The final season was just added to
Netflix, so what are you waiting for?

comic by Brian McCray
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Just Sayin...
by
Jonathan
Gallardo

V

a l e n tine’s
D a y
is quickly approaching.
Maybe you’ve
been planning
for that day for
a long time, or maybe you forgot it was right
around the corner, and you have to rush to
get something planned. Or maybe it’s a sad
time, a reminder of lost love and broken
hearts, and whenever you see a couple walking around with a bouquet of roses or a box
of chocolates or a giant teddy bear, you’re
filled with loneliness. Or maybe you just
don’t care. Maybe Valentine’s Day is just the
14th day in February and nothing more.
God created us to love and be loved. So
if you’re single and you feel like you’re missing something, don’t worry. Loneliness is a
natural response. God created Eve to be a
companion for Adam. That companionship
is something we desire deep down inside,
because God wired us that way.
If you’re like me, you’re getting to that
stage in life where many of your friends are
getting engaged and married. They look
like they’ve got it figured out. Meanwhile,
you’re sitting in your room on a Friday night
watching “The Office.” It doesn’t help that
friends and family ask when you’re going to
find someone, get married and have kids.
Some say if you don’t find your spouse
while you’re at college, especially at a school
like Cedarville, then you’re doomed, and
you’ll be single for the rest of your life.
That’s completely false. It’s true that Cedarville is a good place to meet someone. You’ll
probably never find another place this big

On Love

with a higher concentration of Christians.
The chances of finding someone who loves
both the Lord and you are significantly better here than in most places.
But it’s not the end of the world if you
graduate without a serious relationship.
There are around 4,000 people in Cedarville. There are billions of people outside
this town. Don’t lose hope. The odds are
ever in your favor.
Besides, you’re not at college to find a
husband or wife. At least, I hope you’re not.
If you are, then you’ve basically enrolled
yourself in an inefficient and expensive
four-year dating service.
The sooner you get rid of that mindset,
the better. If you spend most of your time
looking for a spouse, then you’ll have wasted your higher education.

Miss (and mister) communication
The male and female minds are wired
so differently, and this can cause some confusion. Because of this, I want to address
two problems I’ve seen just from observing
people at Cedarville.
Guys, if you’re interested in a girl, don’t
try to act like someone else when you’re
around her. Don’t put on a mask to make
yourself look better. Girls can see right
through that. Just be yourself. You want a
girl to fall in love with the real you, not some
facade that you’ve constructed.
And girls, if a guy expresses interest in
you but you don’t feel the same way, don’t
lie, don’t be vague and don’t avoid the question. Like the Relient K song, just “Come
Right Out and Say It,” because “even if the
words are probably gonna hurt, I’d rather
have the truth than something insincere.”
Although the truth may hurt at first,
being vague and avoiding the question does
more damage in the long run. It also makes
things more awkward between you two.

Love is difficult

If you’re a senior and you haven’t
found the person you want to spend the
rest of your life with, don’t worry. If in the
next three months you jump into a serious
relationship when you’re not ready, you’ll
drown, and you might pull others down
with you.
Don’t think that once you meet that
special someone, your life will be easy. If
anything, it will become more difficult. If
you’re not ready to work hard, then you’re
not ready for romance. It’s that simple.
A relationship is like a garden. You
need to water it and pull out the weeds for it
to grow. If you’re not willing to do this – if
you neglect your duties – then it will never
bloom or bear fruit.
One of my favorite parts of “The Office”
is the blossoming friendship between Jim
and Pam. For much of the show, they have
a cute relationship, and it’s fun to watch it
grow. But at one point in the final season,
we see the two get into a huge argument. It’s
awkward and difficult to watch, but at the
same time, it is one of the truest portrayals
of romance that I’ve seen in the media.
In any romantic relationship, there are
going to be awkward moments, there will be
ugly conflicts, there will be times where you
wish you hadn’t gotten into a relationship.
It’s not going to be a smooth road. It makes
sense, though – when you put two imperfect people together, you’re bound to have
disagreements.
But if you want companionship, you
have to be ready to deal with all this unpleasantness.

Finding love in a hopeful place
There’s no step-by-step method to falling in love, no mathematical formula or a
strict set of rules to follow. If there were,
then we would see couples everywhere. And

no, although it may seem like it, Cedarville
is not overrun by awkward couples.
Love is a complicated creature. If you
rush it, you’ll end up hurting yourself and
those around you. But if you stand back and
wait for something to happen, it might pass
you by.
So how do you find love? For starters,
never underestimate the power of prayer.
We all know we should pray, but do we pray
as often as we should? If you like someone
but you don’t know what to do, ask God for
wisdom, humility, maybe courage if you
need it. He’d love to hear from you.
Ask older couples how they met and
fell in love. Ask your parents, grandparents, maybe even professors. Don’t overlook
them just because they wear weird clothes
and think of a male duck when they hear
you talking about Drake. Yes, they grew up
in a different time, but they have a lot of experience. Learn from their successes as well
as their mistakes – learn especially from
their mistakes.
Finally, take risks. Don’t grow up to
be old, filled with regret and waiting to die
alone. If you ask someone out and you get
rejected, at least you won’t wonder, “What
if?” You tried, and that’s all you can do.
Yeah, rejection is scary, but regret can eat
away at you for the rest of your life.
It’s dangerous business, falling in love.
There’s no knowing where you’ll end up,
or if you’ll land on your feet or your face. If
you’re not ready for it, that’s fine. Your time
will come.
But if you are ready, then what are you
waiting for?
Jonathan Gallardo is a senior journalism
major and sports editor for Cedars. He enjoys writing fiction, reading Stephen King
and watching “Parks and Recreation” over
and over again.

Tell Jonathan what you would like him to write about. Send your questions, comments or concerns to jgallardo@cedarville.edu
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Missions Conference 2016
photos by Kari Barnhill

Top left: Josiah Kenniv (right) plays the keyboard during the Spring 2016 Missions Conference at
Cedarville, Jan. 12-14. The conference focused on “God’s heart for the nations.”
Top right: Rob Turner, director of the master of ministry program and associate Bible professor at
Cedarville, spoke at the evening session Jan. 13.
Bottom right: Best-selling author David Platt was the conference’s featured speaker. He spoke about
sharing the gospel with unreached people groups in the world.
Bottom left: Ministry and events coordinator Ashlynn Kelly leads the choir during a conference session.

